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A journey across the globe



But in the US

The last time the US had a formal digital identity strategy…2011



To be clear, there are pockets of activity… 

• TSA is driving mDLs for in-person use cases (TSA checkpoints, buying booze)

• NIST and DHS are collaborating on a new project to help states with remote ID proofing 

use cases for mDLs

• The White House is working on an Executive Order focused on reducing identity theft in 

government benefits – but nothing to protect Americans from identity theft in other sectors

• The White House and GSA are focused expanding Login.gov for citizen services 

• The SSA eCBSV tool will validate whether Name/DOB/SSN match their data to address 

synthetic ID fraud tied to new credit transactions…but not for government services 

• A new Senate bill calls for the Commerce Department to create a national digital ID 

verification system – solely for verifying age for access to social media



…but no efforts to coordinate activities across the 
US government 

Impacts:

• No systems to address some problems – or reliance on inefficient 

legacy tools

• Duplicative systems to address other problems

• No strategy to look at cross-cutting, multi-sectoral challenges

• Every time we need something to solve an identity challenge – the 

focus is on building a one-off system, rather than leverage common 

digital identity infrastructure 



And to be clear, digital identity is critical infrastructure 

DHS declared Identity as a “National Critical 
Function” 

• April 2019:  “Provide Identity Management and 
Associated Trust Support Services” decreed as one 
of 55 “National Critical Functions” by Department of 
Homeland Security 

• “The functions of government and the private sector so vital 
to the United States that their disruption, corruption, or 
dysfunction would have a debilitating impact on either the 
Nation’s homeland security, economic security, public health 
or safety, or any combination of these.” 

• But – this has not yet translated to actions or 
funding that actually prioritize identity



Here’s what this means

Need to drive or get 
a state ID? 

• Stand in line at the DMV 
to prove who you are 

Apply for a credit 
card online?  

• SSA will validate whether 
Name/DOB/SSN match

• No other agency 
validates identity data for 
banks (outside of some 
DMVs)  

Need to apply for a 
government 
benefit? 

• Duplicate (more or less) 
what you went through at 
the DMV – but this time, 
online! (Login.gov)

• SSA won’t validate data

Need to prove 
you’re 18 for 
Instagram or porn? 

• New Senate bill calls for 
Commerce Department 
to create a new system 
just to support online age 
verification 

Going through a 
TSA checkpoint?

• You can now use a 
mobile driver’s license 
(mDL) at several airports, 
but you can’t (yet) use 
that mDL for any other 
use case on this slide 



At a time when we have no strategy…

Identity-related cybercrime has soared to record levels –

impacting millions of Americans 



Impacting not just government programs – but banking, 

health, retail, and other sectors 
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“Analysis of the over 3 million Suspicious 

Activity Reports that financial institutions 

filed with us in 2021 shows that the majority 

include reference to potential breakdowns in 

the identity verification process—

verification, impersonation, and 

compromise.”

-Jimmy Kirby, Deputy Director, Financial Crimes Enforcement Network 

(FinCEN) 
https://www.fincen.gov/news/speeches/prepared-remarks-fincen-acting-deputy-

director-jimmy-kirby-during-2022-federal

https://www.fincen.gov/news/speeches/prepared-remarks-fincen-acting-deputy-director-jimmy-kirby-during-2022-federal


At a time when we have no strategy…

Privacy and equity concerns around identity have grown 

more complex



At a time when we have no strategy…

The rise of AI has people worrying how we’ll know who is human



Is identity the new “salmon?”

“The Interior Department is in charge 
of salmon while they’re in freshwater, 
but the Commerce Department 
handles them when they’re in 
saltwater.” 

“And I hear it gets even more 
complicated once they’re smoked.”

-Barack Obama, 2011



ID Theft Executive Order?

• Announced March 1, 2022

• Still not released as of May 2023



No concerns there…



A glimmer of hope 



Although…



Up next:  the Implementation Plan

• The National Cybersecurity Strategy lays out the strategic 
objectives; the Implementation Plan is where we’ll learn more 
about action.  



What should they do? 

• A “distinctly American approach”

• No new national ID

• No new identity systems

• Instead…focus on the “Identity Gap”
IDENTITYMANIA



Focus on the Identity Gap

• The “identity gap” – the U.S. has many nationally recognized, 
authoritative identity systems

• All are trapped in the paper world 
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If I’ve gone through the process of having an agency vet my identity once –
can I ask that agency to vouch for me when I need to prove who I am to 
another party? 
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America’s legacy paper-based systems should be modernized around a 

privacy-protecting, consumer-centric model that allows consumers to ask 

the government agency that issued a credential to stand behind it in the 

online world – by validating the information from the credential.

In Simple Terms… 



How could we get there?

1. The White House could decide to 
launch digital identity initiative –
following through on the National 
Cybersecurity Strategy

2. Congress could pass a law to 
establish an initiative 



The Improving Digital Identity Act

• Bipartisan digital ID legislation 
introduced to coordinate a 
government-wide approach to identity 
validation services 

• Senate sponsors:  Kyrsten Sinema  
(I-AZ), Cynthia Lummis (R-WY)

• Approved by Senate Homeland Security 
and Government Affairs Committee 
March 29th!

• House sponsors:  Bill Foster (D-IL), 
John Katko (R-NY)*, Jim Langevin 
(D-RI)*, Barry Loudermilk (R-GA)
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Three Pillars to Better Identity
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A “whole of 
government” 

approach – covering  
Federal, State & Local

NIST Framework of 
standards, policies, and 
rules – that any agency 

can use to create 
interoperable services 
that set a high bar for 
security and privacy

Grant dollars to states to 
modernize legacy ID 
systems to support 

digital ID

*Included in CHIPS & Science Act of 2022

* 
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